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The LET time-of-flight spectrometer
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Direct geometry TOF spectrometer on coupled H2 Moderator 

Ei 1 - 25 meV

Resolution 1 - 4 %

ɸ (3 Å) 3 x 105 ncm-2s-1

Beam size 2 x 4 cm2

Detectors 3He PSD

Coverage π st.

Multi-chopper system: multiple Ei in each time frame

Russina et. al. NIMA 604 624
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LET: current science
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Magnetism 85% QENS 15%

dominates the scattering, enabling the Cu diffusion mecha-
nism and rates to be studied. At highQ , the neutron-weighted
phonon density of states (PDOS) can be obtained. These two
regimes provide all the information required to test the PLEC
hypothesis as τ can be obtained from theQENS and the loss of
transverse acoustic modes should be visible in the PDOS.We
have studied both the diffusion and lattice dynamics in a
powder sample of Cu2Se (Sigma Aldritch 481629) from 5 to
900 K, with the LET [17] andMERLIN [18] spectrometers at
the ISIS facility. The low incident energy on LET allows the
quasielastic energy broadening to be measured with narrow
energy resolution (Ei ¼ 2.04 meV with nominal resolution
of 36 μeV) while rep-rate multiplication allows the PDOS
to be obtained simultaneously with good resolution
(Ei ¼ 18.0 meV with nominal resolution of 0.69 meV). As
the phonon bandwidth is higher than the incident energy, it is
only possible to measure the PDOS with this resolution in
neutron energy gain where a large number of phonons are
thermally excited at elevated temperature. To cover the full
phonon bandwidth (30 meV [19]) at low temperatures it is
necessary to excite phonons via neutron energy loss, and here
the coarser resolution thermal spectrometer MERLIN was
used (Ei ¼ 60 meVwith nominal resolution of 3.0meV). All
the data sets were reduced with Mantid [20].

Figure 2 presents typical QENS data in the β and α phases.
At T ¼ 320 K in the β phase, there is relatively weak
scattering intensity at energy transfers beyond the resolu-
tion-limited elastic scattering, and the energy width grows
continuously withQ , suggesting a short jump length. In the α
phase at T ¼ 600 K the QENS signal increases dramatically,
as expected upon entering the superionic phase. At high
temperature, T ¼ 900 K, a further change to the Q depend-
ence of the energy width indicates a change in the diffusion
mechanism,with broadening at lowQ and sharpening at high
Q , consistent with the presence of longer range hops.
We have fitted the quasielastic energy broadening within

the Chudley-Elliott jump-diffusion model [21] over the Q
range 0.5 to 1.5 Å−1. Figure 2(d) compares the fits for typical
energy scans atQ ¼ 1.3Å−1 for representative temperatures.
An analysis of the crystal structure gives the jumps that could
be observed using QENS; see Fig. 1(b). We have fitted the
data in the β phase atT ¼ 320 Kwith a single Lorentzian and
a jump length, l ¼ 1.0 Å, corresponding to localized hops. In
the superionic phase it is not possible to fit the data with a
singleLorentzian.Over the temperature rangeT¼500–700K
a second length scale l ¼ 2.2 Å corresponding to the nearest-
neighbor distance between tetrahedra was found to fit the
data. At T ¼ 800 and 900 K a third length scale,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 2. QENS intensity observed on LET. (a) T¼320K, (b) T ¼ 600 K, and (c) T ¼ 900 K. All plots use the same color scale.
(d) Scans of energy transfer at fixed Q ¼ 1.3 Å−1. The solid lines are fits of the Chudley-Elliott model, as described in the text.
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e.g. exotic phases in quantum magnets 
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due to the intrinsic polarization dependence of the neu-
tron scattering cross section. A DMRG calculation (fig.
2c,d) for the same conditions as the neutron experiment
illustrates this simple yet important result.

The central result of this study is the measurement
of excitations in the gapless TLSL phase. As can be
seen from the data measured in DIMPY at H = 7 T
(Fig. 3a,b), beyond the critical field the spectrum under-
goes qualitative changes compared to that at low fields.
The previously sharp modes decompose into structured
and overlapping continua. A gapless linearly dispersive
excitation emanating from qk = ⇡ is seen at low ener-
gies. Many more distinct gapped features, with minima
at either commensurate or incommensurate wave vectors,
appear at higher energies.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Spectrum of DIMPY at H = 7 T.
Panels (a)–(d) and dashed lines are as in Fig. 2. Lines are
linear fits to the dispersion of the gapless excitations. Symbols
with arrows are specific features predicted by a QFT mapping
of the ladder model [13], as described in the text.

To make sense of this multitude of spectral features,
we are going to classify them by their spin projections
and by their parity with respect to a permutation of the
equivalent ladder legs. Both quantities are conserved by
the Heisenberg and Zeeman Hamiltonians. One has to
keep in mind though, that at H > Hc1 the spin ladder is
magnetized, and therefore the contributions of di↵erent
polarization are no longer identical. The total neutron
scattering cross section can be broken up into six inde-

pendent parts [18]:
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Here, Qz denotes the component of the momentum trans-
fer Q along magnetic field. S↵�

q? = S↵�
q? (qk,!) are dy-

namic correlation functions associated with the di↵erent
symmetry channels. The superscripts ↵ and � label the
correlated spin components: (↵,�) = (zz), (+�), (�+).
The leg permutation parity p = 1,�1 is represented by
the momentum transfer along the ladder rungs q?, de-
fined as p = exp(iq?). In this notation q? = 0,⇡ corre-
sponds to symmetric and asymmetric excitations, respec-
tively. s

�(Q) and s
+(Q) are the asymmetric and sym-

metric structure factor, as discussed in detail in [21, 23].
It is, in principle, possible to separate the six chan-

nels in inelastic neutron scattering experiments, by per-
forming measurements at di↵erent wave vectors in di↵er-
ent Brillouin zones or by applying a horizontal magnetic
field. In practice, this procedure is extremely challeng-
ing. Instead, to identify the various spectral components
in the experimental data, we took guidance from DMRG
calculations. In such simulations, the individual contri-
butions S↵�

q? can be accurately obtained. For DIMPY,
H = 7 T and g = 2.17 [22] for Cu2+, the result is shown
in Fig. 4 [28]. It corresponds to a net magnetization per
site of hSzi = 0.065. The complete calculated cross sec-
tion, for a direct comparison with experiment, is shown
in Fig. 3c,d. The spectacular agreement with the neutron
data gives us confidence that the measured spectra can
be deciphered using the numerical “key” of Fig. 4.
Our goal is, wherever possible, to relate the features

observed to those predicted by the field-theoretical map-
ping of Ref. [12, 13, 15]. Starting with low energies, at
H > Hc1, one expects several gapless excitations, generic
to the TLSL state [12, 13]. These continua are descen-
dants of the soft MS = +1 magnon. They have a linear
lower thresholds of (~!)2 = v

2(qk � q
?)2, as indicated by

solid lines in Figs. 3 and 4. Commensurate gapless excita-
tions with q

? = ⇡ occur in the S±⌥
⇡ channel and are read-

ily observed experimentally. Incommensurate excitations
around q

? = ⇡± 4⇡hSzi and q
? = ±4⇡hSzi are predicted

in the S±⌥
⇡ and Szz

0 channel respectively. They are de-
tected by our DMRG calculations, but appear at least 2
orders of magnitude weaker than the commensurate ones,
and therefore remain undetected in our experiments.
Contrarily, gapless incommensurate excitations were ob-
served in strong-rung ladders [17]. This remarkable dif-
ference can be explained by the di↵erent nature of inter-
actions between spinons (spinons are repulsive in strong-
rung and attractive in strong-leg ladders), leading to dis-
tinct TLSL exponents K but also to di↵erent amplitudes

e.g. diffusion in ionic conductors
Schmidiger et. al. PRL 115 147201 Voneshen et. al. PRL 118 145901
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Polarized neutron beams
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Neutrons possess an inherent spin-angular momentum S = 1/2:
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Neutron polarization analysis
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Samples also contain magnetic moments, either from nuclei or electrons (i.e. 
magnetism):

Nuclear spin I

Nuclear

B

Magnetic

−

Sample kf ;Pf

ki;Pi Q

Some processes flip the neutron spin, others don’t - also depends on the relative 
orientations of the neutron moment and the moments in the sample
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Uniaxial polarization analysis
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Uniaxial polarization analysis
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LET with polarization analysis
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Components of Sαβ(Q,⍵): e.g. ladder
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Calculated components of the H = 7 T
excitation spectrum of DIMPY, classified by their spin projec-
tion quantum number (top to bottom) and parity with respect
to ladder leg interchange (left: asymmetric, right: symmet-
ric). Lines and symbols are as in Fig. 3.

of commensurate and incommensurate excitations [18].
The ratios (↵1,↵2) = (Ax/Az, Ax/Bx) between commen-
surate (incommensurate) excitations in S±⌥

⇡ with am-
plitude Ax (Bx) and incommensurate excitations in Szz

0

(amplitude Az) at hSzi = 0.065 were numerically cal-
culated to be (↵1,↵2) = (13.1, 8.9) for DIMPY [22][29]
and (2.5, 1.3) for BPCB [18], proving that incommensu-
rate contributions are suppressed in strong-leg ladders.
For the commensurate modes in DIMPY, linear fits of
the experimental and numerical low-energy spectra, al-
low us to extract the TLSL velocity v [18]. Experimen-
tally, we obtain v = 2.5(2) meV, which is comparable
to v = 2.0(1) meV as estimated [30] from the calculated
spectrum S�+

⇡ or v = 1.87(1) meV from static correla-
tions in [22].

In addition to the gapless spectrum, Ref. [12, 13]
predicts gapped excitations that are descendants of the

MS = 0 magnon. They appear in the Szz
⇡ as well as

in the S±⌥
0 channel and show incommensurate minima

at qk = ⇡ ± 2⇡hSzi (gray circles in Figs. 3, 4) and
qk = ±2⇡hSzi (white circles in Figs. 3, 4) respectively.
The minima around q|| = ⇡ are readily observed in our
measured spectrum (grey circles in Fig. 3). They are
located at qk/2⇡ = 0.435(3) and 0.560(3), in excellent
agreement with expectation based on the known value
of hSzi. Moreover, we observe a hint of an incommen-
surate minimum at qk/2⇡ = 0.06(2) (white circle in
Fig. 3a) which agrees with the predicted excitation at
qk = ±2⇡hSzi in the S±⌥

0 channel. However, while we re-
produce the predicted q||-position of the incommensurate
gapped minima, we observe an additional energy shift
due to a renormalization of the gap outside the vicinity
of the quantum critical point.
Quantum field theory [13] predicts that excitations at

the zone center q|| = 0 (in S±⌥
0 ) as well as at the magnetic

zone center q|| = ⇡ (in Szz
⇡ ) appear directly at ~! =

gµBH. In our data on DIMPY, we observe corresponding
excitation energies of ~! = 0.90(1) meV at q|| = ⇡ (grey
stars in Figs. 3,4) and ~! = 0.896(4) meV at q|| = 0
(white stars in Figs. 3,4), in excellent agreement with
gµBH = 0.89 meV for g = 2.17 and H = 7T.
We hence experimentally verify most of the QFT pre-

dictions in Refs. 12, 13. However, many of the ob-
served features remain unaccounted for. These include
the internal structure of the continua steming from the
MS = 0 magnon branch, as well as the descendant of
the MS = �1 magnon in the Szz

⇡ and S+�
⇡ channel re-

spectively (fig. 4a,c). Moreover, the existing QFT re-
sults do not bring any insight on how two-magnon ex-
citations evolve in the TLSL regime. In Figures 4b,d
and f, remains of the two-magnon bound state and con-
tinuum excitations are still visible in the S�+

0 , Szz
0 and

S+�
0 channels. Apart from a shift in energy, a slightly

reduced bandwidth and a loss of intensity, two-magnon
excitations in the Szz

0 and S�+
0 channel resemble the cor-

responding contribution in zero field. At the same time,
two-magnon excitations in the S+�

0 channel (at highest
energies in fig. 4d) gain a novel internal structure.

In conclusion, we were able to measure and numeri-
cally calculate the complete spin excitation spectrum of
a strong-leg spin ladder material in both the gapped and
TLSL phases. Predictions of continuous quantum field
theories are verified on the quantitative level. At the
same time, many of the observed higher-energy spectral
features are not captured by that powerful, yet intrinsi-
cally limited, low-energy approach.

This work is partially supported by the Swiss National
Fund under division II and through Project 6 of MANEP.
DS and AZ would like to thank S. Mühlbauer (FRM II,
Technische Universität München) for his involvement at
the early stages of this project. Finally, we thank the
sample environment team of the ISIS facility for their
excellent support during the experiment.
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surate minimum at qk/2⇡ = 0.06(2) (white circle in
Fig. 3a) which agrees with the predicted excitation at
qk = ±2⇡hSzi in the S±⌥

0 channel. However, while we re-
produce the predicted q||-position of the incommensurate
gapped minima, we observe an additional energy shift
due to a renormalization of the gap outside the vicinity
of the quantum critical point.
Quantum field theory [13] predicts that excitations at

the zone center q|| = 0 (in S±⌥
0 ) as well as at the magnetic

zone center q|| = ⇡ (in Szz
⇡ ) appear directly at ~! =

gµBH. In our data on DIMPY, we observe corresponding
excitation energies of ~! = 0.90(1) meV at q|| = ⇡ (grey
stars in Figs. 3,4) and ~! = 0.896(4) meV at q|| = 0
(white stars in Figs. 3,4), in excellent agreement with
gµBH = 0.89 meV for g = 2.17 and H = 7T.
We hence experimentally verify most of the QFT pre-

dictions in Refs. 12, 13. However, many of the ob-
served features remain unaccounted for. These include
the internal structure of the continua steming from the
MS = 0 magnon branch, as well as the descendant of
the MS = �1 magnon in the Szz

⇡ and S+�
⇡ channel re-

spectively (fig. 4a,c). Moreover, the existing QFT re-
sults do not bring any insight on how two-magnon ex-
citations evolve in the TLSL regime. In Figures 4b,d
and f, remains of the two-magnon bound state and con-
tinuum excitations are still visible in the S�+

0 , Szz
0 and

S+�
0 channels. Apart from a shift in energy, a slightly

reduced bandwidth and a loss of intensity, two-magnon
excitations in the Szz

0 and S�+
0 channel resemble the cor-

responding contribution in zero field. At the same time,
two-magnon excitations in the S+�

0 channel (at highest
energies in fig. 4d) gain a novel internal structure.

In conclusion, we were able to measure and numeri-
cally calculate the complete spin excitation spectrum of
a strong-leg spin ladder material in both the gapped and
TLSL phases. Predictions of continuous quantum field
theories are verified on the quantitative level. At the
same time, many of the observed higher-energy spectral
features are not captured by that powerful, yet intrinsi-
cally limited, low-energy approach.

This work is partially supported by the Swiss National
Fund under division II and through Project 6 of MANEP.
DS and AZ would like to thank S. Mühlbauer (FRM II,
Technische Universität München) for his involvement at
the early stages of this project. Finally, we thank the
sample environment team of the ISIS facility for their
excellent support during the experiment.

3

due to the intrinsic polarization dependence of the neu-
tron scattering cross section. A DMRG calculation (fig.
2c,d) for the same conditions as the neutron experiment
illustrates this simple yet important result.

The central result of this study is the measurement
of excitations in the gapless TLSL phase. As can be
seen from the data measured in DIMPY at H = 7 T
(Fig. 3a,b), beyond the critical field the spectrum under-
goes qualitative changes compared to that at low fields.
The previously sharp modes decompose into structured
and overlapping continua. A gapless linearly dispersive
excitation emanating from qk = ⇡ is seen at low ener-
gies. Many more distinct gapped features, with minima
at either commensurate or incommensurate wave vectors,
appear at higher energies.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Spectrum of DIMPY at H = 7 T.
Panels (a)–(d) and dashed lines are as in Fig. 2. Lines are
linear fits to the dispersion of the gapless excitations. Symbols
with arrows are specific features predicted by a QFT mapping
of the ladder model [13], as described in the text.

To make sense of this multitude of spectral features,
we are going to classify them by their spin projections
and by their parity with respect to a permutation of the
equivalent ladder legs. Both quantities are conserved by
the Heisenberg and Zeeman Hamiltonians. One has to
keep in mind though, that at H > Hc1 the spin ladder is
magnetized, and therefore the contributions of di↵erent
polarization are no longer identical. The total neutron
scattering cross section can be broken up into six inde-

pendent parts [18]:

d2�

d⌦dE0 / 4

✓
1� Q

2
z

Q2

◆
[s+(Q)Szz

0 + s
�(Q)Szz

⇡ ]+

+

✓
1 +

Q
2
z

Q2

◆
[s+(Q)(S+�

0 + S
�+
0 ) + s

�(Q) (S+�
⇡ + S

�+
⇡ )].

(1)

Here, Qz denotes the component of the momentum trans-
fer Q along magnetic field. S↵�

q? = S↵�
q? (qk,!) are dy-

namic correlation functions associated with the di↵erent
symmetry channels. The superscripts ↵ and � label the
correlated spin components: (↵,�) = (zz), (+�), (�+).
The leg permutation parity p = 1,�1 is represented by
the momentum transfer along the ladder rungs q?, de-
fined as p = exp(iq?). In this notation q? = 0,⇡ corre-
sponds to symmetric and asymmetric excitations, respec-
tively. s

�(Q) and s
+(Q) are the asymmetric and sym-

metric structure factor, as discussed in detail in [21, 23].
It is, in principle, possible to separate the six chan-

nels in inelastic neutron scattering experiments, by per-
forming measurements at di↵erent wave vectors in di↵er-
ent Brillouin zones or by applying a horizontal magnetic
field. In practice, this procedure is extremely challeng-
ing. Instead, to identify the various spectral components
in the experimental data, we took guidance from DMRG
calculations. In such simulations, the individual contri-
butions S↵�

q? can be accurately obtained. For DIMPY,
H = 7 T and g = 2.17 [22] for Cu2+, the result is shown
in Fig. 4 [28]. It corresponds to a net magnetization per
site of hSzi = 0.065. The complete calculated cross sec-
tion, for a direct comparison with experiment, is shown
in Fig. 3c,d. The spectacular agreement with the neutron
data gives us confidence that the measured spectra can
be deciphered using the numerical “key” of Fig. 4.
Our goal is, wherever possible, to relate the features

observed to those predicted by the field-theoretical map-
ping of Ref. [12, 13, 15]. Starting with low energies, at
H > Hc1, one expects several gapless excitations, generic
to the TLSL state [12, 13]. These continua are descen-
dants of the soft MS = +1 magnon. They have a linear
lower thresholds of (~!)2 = v

2(qk � q
?)2, as indicated by

solid lines in Figs. 3 and 4. Commensurate gapless excita-
tions with q

? = ⇡ occur in the S±⌥
⇡ channel and are read-

ily observed experimentally. Incommensurate excitations
around q

? = ⇡± 4⇡hSzi and q
? = ±4⇡hSzi are predicted

in the S±⌥
⇡ and Szz

0 channel respectively. They are de-
tected by our DMRG calculations, but appear at least 2
orders of magnitude weaker than the commensurate ones,
and therefore remain undetected in our experiments.
Contrarily, gapless incommensurate excitations were ob-
served in strong-rung ladders [17]. This remarkable dif-
ference can be explained by the di↵erent nature of inter-
actions between spinons (spinons are repulsive in strong-
rung and attractive in strong-leg ladders), leading to dis-
tinct TLSL exponents K but also to di↵erent amplitudes

+

Longitudinal Transverse

Components of S(Q,⍵): e.g. battery

H+, D+, Li+, Na+…
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Polarized LET: Concept

!11

Nilsen et. al. J. Phys.: Conf. Series 115 012019

Supermirror polarizer, current-ramped Mezei (precession coil) flipper, 3He analyzer
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Polarizer and flipper: implementation

!12

Kosata et. al. Physica B 551 476

(a)

(b)

Polarizer, flipper, and guide field give P ~ 0.94 at λ > 3 Å (Ei < 9 meV) with T ~ 0.4:
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Analyzer: 3He versus supermirrors

!13

Hyperpolarized 3He Supermirrors

Cheap(er) hardware Expensive

Time-dependent, 
requires monitoring Static

Large solid angle Smaller solid angle

Sensitive to field 
gradients No strict requirements

Easy corrections Difficult corrections, 
systematic errors

Supermirror, HYSPEC, ORNL

3He analyzer, HZB/FZJ (E. Babcock)
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Analyzer: concept

!14

ISIS – LET – POLARIZER/ANALYSER – LOCATION OF CONCEPT COLLIMATOR

Collimator
(SI-8760-305_100)

Collimator Mounting Plate

Gas Vessel

Field Coils (Lower)

Field Coils (Upper)

Sectional View of Sample 
Vessel and Analyser 
Assembly

±30°

3He monitor

Radial 
oscillating 
collimator

Figure: P. Galsworthy

Cassella et. al. J. Phys.: Conf. Series, in press
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Analyzer: implementation

!15

3He cell 1

FLYNN, ISIS

Two cells constructed (T1cell1 = 55 hours T1cell2 = 18 hours), initial 3He polarization 
P0~60%, rapid (20 s) changeover: 

Cassella et. al. J. Phys.: Conf. Series, in press

Analyzer insert
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Polarized LET: Overall performance

3.84 meV 1.05 meV

Tp 0.4 0.35

fp 0.94 0.94

Ta 0.32 0.16

a 0.72 0.94

FR 5.2 15.7

Transmission (T)
Neutron polarization (P)
Quality factor (P2T)

PHe = 0.6 
pHe = 0.75 bar

Slide: R. Stewart
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QENS: D2O

!17

Arantxa Arbe, Juan Colmenero, Fernando Alvarez 
University of the Basque Country 

Victoria Garcia-Sakai, Ross Stewart 
ISIS
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First experiment: context

!18
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Unpolarized QENS 
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Intermediate-length scale diffusion in water and glass formers almost unexplored

IXS

Arbe et. al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 117 185501

Ratio coherent 
to incoherent, 
energy integr.
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First experiment: context

!18
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D2O: incoherent-coherent separation

!19

S(Q, ⌫)coh = S(Q, ⌫)nsf �
1

2
S(Q, ⌫)sfS(Q, ⌫)inc =

3

2
S(Q, ⌫)sf

self motions collective and self motions

Arbe et. al., submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.
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1.05 meV Inc 

1.81 meV Inc 

3.84 meV Inc

1.05 meV Coh 

1.81 meV Coh  

3.84 meV Coh

D2O: separation of timescales at low Q

!20
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Arbe et. al., submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.
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1.05 meV Inc 
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D2O: separation of timescales at low Q
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D2O: reconciling results with model

!21
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FIG. 3. (a) Relative contributions of the di↵usive [C(Q)A(Q), circles], structural local relaxational

[C(Q)(1�A(Q)), squares] and vibrational [1�C(Q), diamonds] processes to the normalized suscep-

tibility �00
coh

/S(Q). Filled symbols correspond to Ei=3.84meV and empty symbols to Ei=1.81meV,

for T=295K. MD-simulation results are also included (⇥: vibrational contribution; �: structural

contribution). (b) Scattering vector dependence of the characteristic relaxation times: ⌧d (cir-

cles) and ⌧c (squares). The ⌧d values have been obtained from incoherent scattering (⌧ inc
d

) with

Ei=1.81meV (�) and Ei=1.05meV (�), and from the fit of the coherent scattering results to the

model (•), all at 295K. Solid line: fit of D�1Q�2 to ⌧ inc
d

. The ⌧c values correspond to Ei=1.81meV

(⇤), Ei=3.84meV (⌅), Ei=1.05meV (⇥) and simulations (�), obtained at T=295K (green), 280K

(blue) and 350K (magenta). ⌧c-values calculated with the model at 295K are shown by the dashed-

dotted line. Inset: Arrhenius plot of ⌧0c (⌅) and the structural time from IXS (⇧) [4], compared

with the law describing the NMR rotational time for D2O [19] (dotted line).

9

Three contributions to coherent dynamics, consistent with state-of-the art model:

Arbe et. al., submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.

x 3-component model from MD simulation

effective local (1.81 meV and 3.84 meV)

vibrational (1.81 meV and 3.84 meV)

diffusive (1.81 meV and 3.84 meV)

diffusive (1.05 meV, 1.81, and 3.84 meV)

overall coherent 295 K (1.05 meV, 1.81, and 3.84 meV)

overall coherent 280 K (1.05 meV, 1.81, and 3.84 meV)

overall coherent 350 K (1.05 meV, 1.81, and 3.84 meV)

effective coherent relaxation time from MD simulation

T-dependence of neutron coherent relaxation time

T-dependence of IXScoherent relaxation time
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Paramagnetic scattering: Ho2Ti2O7

!22
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Polarization analysis on a 2D detector

!23

Coherent Spin 
incoherent

Paramagnetic 
powder Magnetic crystal

Non spin flip 1 1/3

Spin flip 0 2/3 …

1

2

h
1� (P̂ · Q̂)2

i

1

2

h
1 + (P̂ · Q̂)2

i

P̂ ·
h
Q⇥ (M(Q̂)⇥ Q̂)

i

LET detector, ~100000 pixels
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Paramagnetic powder: Ho2Ti2O7

!24

Ho2Ti2O7, 2 K, Ei = 4.0 meV, energy integrated:

Spin Flip Non Spin Flip
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Spin Flip

Z+: using PSD for separation

!25

Ho2Ti2O7, 2 K, Ei = 4.0 meV, energy integrated:
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Conclusion

‣ A uniaxial polarisation mode has been constructed for the LET 
spectrometer 

‣ Overall performance is excellent, although some improvements 
remain to be made for the 3He analyser 

‣ The potential of the polarised mode for QENS is demonstrated by 
the first user experiment on D2O 

‣ Magnetic scattering on a spectrometer with large out-of-plane 
coverage is new territory - new approaches required

!26
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